
Meeting of the Canonbury Safer Neighbourhoods Ward Panel

Tuesday 17th November 2009, 19:00 – 21:00
Walter Sickert Community Centre

Canonbury Crescent, London N1 3FB

1. Introductions
Those present and apologies listed in Appendix

2. Matters Arising and Previous Minutes

• Dogs: NL could not attend the meeting, so feedback from Parks Patrol will 
wait until next meeting.  There should be a designated person for New 
River Green education programme and also the MET ‘Bark’ project. MR 
confirmed there was no feedback yet from the Parks Patrol, who have been 
very busy with Bonfire Night matters.

• Operation Blunt: the SNT were not made aware of recent stop & search 
operations by Operation Blunt, as discussed at last meeting.  AP emailed 
the Borough Commander and circulated his response for discussion.  MR 
reported that this message has definitely been felt within Islington Police – 
Canonbury SNT Panel is known to be active and involved, and therefore 
gets listened to.

• Racism on New River Green: CS reported back.  There is still a feeling 
of increased racism, and Operation Blunt made this worse.  There is a need 
for more CSO involvement at the Rosebowl, to restore better relations and 
make youths feel more individual again – 1 hour per week casual presence 
was suggested, in addition to the boxing activities.  MR reported that 
shootings nearby in Hackney had happened just at a point where the CSO 
team were making good headway at the Rosebowl.  CS stressed that the 
youths need to know who they are dealing with – although if there are 
incidents it is not always the CSO team that attends.  MR stressed that the 
CSO team know a lot of the Rosebowl youths well, and that the team were 
being criticised for spending too much time at the Rosebowl – so a balance 
needs to be struck.

• Canonbury Community Project: MR reported joint success of the SNT 
Youth project in the recent vote – 2 projects jointly won the Youth Project 
securing the lion’s share of the £20K funding [£12.5K secured.  The vote 
was very low – only 147 people voted, of c 10,000 residents in Canonbury. 
Plans for the budget include a young person being trained up to coach 
others.  More budget is needed, and CSO Paul Cashmore has already 
secured a further £2K.  The youth boxing team are participating in a 
tournament at the Boston Arms Junction Rd, and one of the contestants 
may be a good candidate for training as a trainer.  The SNT team are 
present at the boxing each week at the Rosebowl, and are also tied into 
increased presence at ‘Kicks’ [Rosemary Gardens], as part of a 
commitment which ensured that Arsenal continued to back the scheme. 
MR is seeking assistance with increased policing presence from Hackney 
police and SNT – who are currently not involved at all in this additional 
policing duty.  AP requested a review of the full budget [which should 
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cover a full year], at the next meeting, along with an overview of the 
schedule – to help speed up discussion.

• Minutes: the panel noted with thanks the content and clarity of the 
minutes for the September meeting.

3. Signing of Appendix A

EB needs to sign this Appendix, in the break.

4. Communications Study Group report

AMG reported that the Study Group had met twice, in September and October. The 
Group includes MR, AMG [note-taker], NL, EB and Rebecca May [Communications 
Officer, Islington Police] at the first meeting, plus Geraldine Rees [Canonbury 
Community Development Board] at the second meeting.  Short minutes of these 
meetings are included [Appendix 2] – the first meeting reviewed the communications 
currently being released by the SNT, the second focused more on the possible content 
of an SNT website or SNT parts of a broader community website for Canonbury as a 
whole.

EB then outlined the thinking of the Study Group around the idea of the SNT website 
sitting on a broader community website.  The SNT website for Canonbury is heavily 
out of date, especially since the departure of the previous panel Chair who established 
the site, and needs updating.  This can be done as a separate exercise, and LW 
[previous panel chair] has kindly funded a further 12 months of hosting the website, 
so the current site can be updated.  It is felt, however, that a broader Canonbury 
website could easily become a better mechanism whereby users would access 
information about the SNT in a more organic, community-news manner.  Notes were 
tabled outlining the possible structure and content of such a website [Appendix 3]. 
Importantly, the Canonbury Community Development Group [CCDG] has a very 
comprehensive listing of Canonbury groups, organisations and commercial concerns, 
but this directory is not available online in any way currently – and could form the 
backbone of such a community website.  CCDG was set up as a spin-off from the 
Cripplegate Organisation in 2005 and whilst it has been (and remains) active in 
promoting linkage of services and organisations in the ward, it does not have clear 
recognition as a funded body by ward residents [note: most of the panel were unaware 
of what the CCDG is, prior to this meeting].  The CCDG is chaired by Cllr Lucy 
Watt, and meets with service providers and other interested parties on a quarterly 
basis.

A question, answer and comment session, concerning the single community website, 
ensued:

AP – who would drive the website?  And should the SNT panel content be provided 
by the panel or by the police/MET?  Need for balance in the content – not too 
sanitised but also taking care not to stray into any classified information [such as that 
presented at some panel meetings]
EB – how many visitors has the current Canonbury SNT website had?
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JC – who would keep the website up to date, and ensure the updating of content?  EB 
– would need to devolve updating to certain key people, although initially EB would 
update the site.  CCDG could take on the initial outreach to organisations, to find out 
their main calendar events, etc.
CW – could the website be missing an audience that already does not feel involved?
EM – is there a genuine need for a single Canonbury website?  Updating might simply 
not be regular enough.
NW – CCDG has been resource-thirsty, and there are currently discussions within 
Cripplegate concerning its remit.
AP – suggested that EB engage in both activities but separately for now: develop 
single Canonbury website, but also develop and revitalise the current SNT website, 
making it more lively and relevant.
AM – likes the documents and the energy about the idea.

The consensus was that EB should work initially to update the current SNT 
website, and liaise with Geraldine Rees [CCDG] concerning a possible future 
Canonbury website.  EB thinks updating the current website could be undertaken 
relatively quickly and easily.  The panel and the SNT need to discuss further who 
should provide the content for the SNT website, and what/how vetting procedures 
should take place. EB will report on progress in the early part of 2010.

5. Ward Profile, comparative statistics

MR presented some comparative crime statistics, ward to ward, gathered about crime 
in Islington as a borough.  The figures show crime numbers, by 7 broad categories. 
Islington has 16 wards, and each is ranked according to different crime categories 
[papers tabled].  The figures shown are per month, March 2008 – October 2009. 

Burglary is the main area of criminal activity for which Canonbury has quite high 
occurrence [see also point 8 below].  Other points of discussion from the stats 
included violence and drugs. CS asked whether anyone is looking into the motives for 
the recent local shootings and knife crime. MR stated that a lot of the recent activity is 
not strictly Canonbury crime – the gang involved know young people from the 
Rosebowl and are therefore able to seek refuge there.  The drugs stats seem to show 
Canonbury as having a lower incidence of such crime than St Peters or Caledonian 
wards – however, MR pointed out that the figures only demonstrate numbers of 
‘busts’ as far as drugs are concerned, and are therefore not really indicative of the 
level of activity or drug usage. Drugs has previously been a priority for the SNT – was 
very labour intensive, and took 3 months to close one crack den.  There is currently a 
known drug-dealing problem around Downham Rd/Southgate Court – the SNT could 
take the initiative and tackle the problem, but time would again be needed to make 
any activity effective.

Overall, Canonbury ranked 14th or 15th of the 16 wards, where 16th means the lowest 
reported incidence of crime.

EB asked how Islington performs as a borough compared with other London 
boroughs: MR reported that Islington’s crime incidence is amongst the lowest; 
however, Islington police fare very badly [amongst the worst in the MET] in terms of 
customer satisfaction.  MR reported that the converse is true of Camden - high crime 
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incidence, but high customer satisfaction.  Reported crime in Islington has in fact 
fallen year on year for the past 6 years.

Secretary’s note: a week or so after this panel meeting, NW circulated an email  
asking for feedback about the idea of a weapons bin potentially being installed  
outside the Canonbury Baptist Church on Arran Walk.  This point will be discussed at  
the January meeting.

6. Burglary Review

Burglary stands out as the only area in which Canonbury has a higher crime 
incidence. There were 37 reported burglaries between August and October 2009; MR 
reported that there is no strict pattern to the burglaries in terms of time of day, 
although the peak day for burglaries is Saturday. The main point of entry for these 
burglaries is unlocked premises – open windows being the main entry point.  The 
most common types of property stolen are laptops, mobile phones and cash.  AM 
described a laptop burglary from a property on Clare Lane, footage of which has been 
hosted on the Internet – MR reiterated that burglaries are very hard to problem-solve.

MR tabled cross-ward crime analysis stats for 3 Islington wards – Canonbury, St 
Peters [neighbouring] and Caledonian [regarded as similar to Canonbury in terms of 
social and housing type profile].  In the April – October 2009 period, these 3 wards 
saw the following numbers of reported burglaries [dwelling-based]:

Canonbury 67 [97 if non-dwelling burglaries are included]
St Peters 47 [99 if non-dwelling burglaries are included]
Caledonian 61 [109 if non-dwelling burglaries are included]

There was discussion about whether burglary should remain one of the three SNT 
priorities on an ongoing basis.  AM felt that burglary is high priority as one 
experiences it as serious violation of space when it occurs: CR felt that it should not 
be priority as it is not really the SNT’s remit, and they cannot do enough to counter it. 
AP has discussed this matter at the Crime Fighters Seminar, at which the police 
Commissioner agreed that the SNT cannot be very effective in this specific respect. 
CW stated that burglary is still an issue of major concern for residents in her part of 
Canonbury.

7. Ward Priorities

After some discussion, it was agreed that the priorities should remain as previously at 
least until next meeting:

o Youth engagement
o Burglary
o Road Safety

It was also agreed that at the next meeting [6th January] the panel should devote 
specific time to re-considering the priorities for SNT activity – and consider in 
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advance whether there are any other areas in which the SNT could be involved which 
would make a positive and measurable difference.  MR reminded the panel that the 
recent road user safety initiative was very successful, in particular the cycle safety 
element.  The SNT should have a maximum of 5 priorities on the go – and a minimum 
of 3 [2 priorities is seen by the MET as being too few].

8. Close

The meeting closed at c 9.15pm.  The panel members agreed that Walter Sickert 
should be the venue for future meetings – with the option of returning to the Almorah 
Centre for occasional meetings as appropriate.

Next meeting – Weds 6th January 2010, Walter Sickert Community Centre
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